
 Symbol cards for what plants 
need – warmth, light, water and 
soil

 Mini symbol cards for labelling 
the pots

 A plant that hasn’t been 
watered recently (drooping)

 A small watering can with 
water in

 Props for your child to dress up 
as a scientist (optional)

Keep in mind the ‘fair’ test concept 
and ensure that the type and size/ 
quantity of the seeds, soil, cotton 
wool and pots must be the same:

 24 seeds that grow quickly: e.g. 
lettuce, marrow, pumpkin, 
watercress, beans in a bowl

 4 balls of cotton wool and some 
potting compost for 4 pots

 8 transparent pots/plastic cups

15–20 minutes (plus time to 
revisit the plants each day)

WHAT DOES A PLANT NEED?

Introduction: Look at and talk about real plants, drawing attention to their beauty and variety. Name some of the 
plants and encourage your child to ask questions about them. Tell them to touch them gently.

The need for water:

Produce the plant which has not been watered recently, and draw attention to the ‘sad’ leaves. Ask your child to 
pretend to be this sad plant – they should slump, with their shoulders down, their arms by their sides and their 
faces sad.

Now ask: How can we help the plant feel better, and then make sure it always feels healthy and strong? (it needs 
water, so we must remember to water it regularly). Ask your child to water the plant – remember to come back 
and look at it again when it has recovered to prove its need for water.

Ask them to show you the flowers, stems/stalks and leaves of the plant; talk about the roots under the soil; if 
possible expose some roots for your child to look at.

Ask: Can you think of something we can do to help us remember to water the plant? (we can make a sign). Ask 
them to think of a special symbol for water that we can put near the plant to remind us to water it regularly. 
Listen to their responses, then show them the symbol card with the drop of water on it; agree that this will make 
a good sign. Place the symbol card near the plant.

Ask them now if they think that water is enough for the plants to stay strong and healthy or if they think that 
plants need other things as well. 

They may be able to tell you that plants need warmth, light and soil – if not, give them this information and 
introduce the symbol cards for warmth, light and soil as you talk about each one.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can distinguish the parts of a plant (flower, stalk/stem, leaves and roots). 
Your child can recognise and understand the symbol cards for water, light, soil and warmth. 
Your child can understand that plants need water, light, soil and warmth to grow well. 
Your child can understand the practical application of the knowledge gained – we must keep 
plants in soil, in a warm, light place and we must water them regularly.

To develop knowledge and understanding of plants
To experience the pleasure of connecting with nature
To develop the ability to carry out an experiment
To develop the ability to use substitute signs and symbols to represent real objects 
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Growing seeds:

Tell your child that they are going to be a real scientist and do an experiment to find out for themselves what plants need in addition to water to be 
able to grow well. If you have any props for this, give them to your child now. 

Give your child the 24 seeds in small bowl. Ask them to soak the seeds with water from their watering can and watch them. Draw their attention, if 
necessary, to the fact that the seeds absorb water and swell.

Then ask your child some questions to help them to suggest what they need to do next in order for the plants to grow:

Should we put the seeds in soil or in cotton wool? 
Will they grow better in the dark or in a light room? 
Will they grow better in a warm or a cold place? 

Explain that you are going to test those answers by putting 3 seeds (3 in case of 1 or 2 not sprouting) into 8 pots and do different things with each pot 
to see in which conditions the seeds grow best. Put out your 8 pots and get ready to prepare them according to the 8 possible sets of conditions that 
can be investigated (water was given to the seeds already and was tested separately in the introductory activity). Keep in mind the ‘fair’ test concept 
and explain to your child: We must use the same type of seeds, soil, cotton wool and pots, and the same amount of soil and cotton wool, for the 
experiment to work. We are only changing how we are treating the seeds in each pot. 

Go through the table systematically, reading out each set of conditions to your child, setting up each pot and having them help you decide which 
symbol cards should go next to each (they are indicated on the sides of the table above for you for ease – don’t let your child see this though!). Take 
the pots to the warm/cold/dark/light places in your home and have your child place the appropriate mini symbol cards in front of each pot: to help 
everyone remember which pot is which.

Tell your child that they will need to check if the plants need water every day, as the seeds to stay moist. In four or five days time, help your child to 
check which seeds have grown best. Talk about all the results. They should be able to see for themselves that the seeds that were given soil, light, 
warmth and water grew best. Use the symbol cards once more to help your child summarise what they have learned; to conclude that plants need 
water, soil, light and warmth to grow well.

WHAT DOES A PLANT NEED? – the experimentYMW10
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IN THE SOIL IN COTTON WOOL

In the cold/In the dark In the cold/In the dark

In the warm/In the dark In the warm/In the dark

In the cold/In the light In the cold/In the light

In the warm/In the light In the warm/In the light
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Cut out each of the symbol cards for what plants need separately.
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Cut out each of the mini symbol cards for labelling the plants separately.
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